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List some things you might find on a beach.

Using the verb “find”:

Verb Tenses: Each sentence below uses a different verb tense. Underneath each 
sentence, write a sentence using the same verb tense.
I find shells on the beach.
______________________________________________________.
You found a pretty, purple shell last week.
____________________________________________________.
He would find more if he used a flashlight.
___________________________________________________.
They have found shells on many beaches.
_________________________________________________________________.
We should have found some shells there.
_____________________________________________________________.
I will find shells tomorrow.
_________________________________________________________________.
She had found some shells there yesterday.
__________________________________________________________________.

Definitions:
You can find something that is lost. 
You can find a job.
You can find lots of fiber in cereals.
You can find it hard to quit smoking.
A court can find a person guilty or innocent.
You can find something exciting.
A discovery can be the find of a century.
You can find your way home on a dark night.
You can find out where a business is located.
The committee’s findings is the information they gather.
Sometimes we find out the hard way.
Some of us search a long time to find ourselves.
Some people find fault with others.
It’s hard to find a happy medium. 

What have you found that was once lost?
Was finding your first job difficult?
Where do you find foods from your country?
What would you find it hard to quit doing?
How do you find the US?
Is it difficult to find your way around Austin?
How do you find out where a place is?
What have you found out the hard way?
Have you found yourself? Do you know what you want to do with your life? Do young people in 
your culture have a hard time finding themselves?



Describe someone you know who finds fault with others.
Explain the concept of a happy medium.

Explain these quotes
If you find it in your heart to care for somebody else, you will have succeeded. 
Maya Angelou
The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others. 
Mohandas Gandhi
It is necessary to help others, not only in our prayers, but in our daily lives. If we find we cannot 
help others, the least we can do is to keep from harming them. 
Dalai Lama
Be at war with your vices, at peace with your neighbors, and let every new year find you a better 
man. 
Benjamin Franklin
When you are asked if you can do a job, tell 'em, 'Certainly I can!' Then get busy and find out 
how to do it. 
Theodore Roosevelt

Which of the quotes above do you like most? Why?
Are there any quotes you don’t agree with? Whyjk
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